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These two groups both occur as projectivities on a finite line and as orthogonal 
transformations in a finite plane. The geometry of either of these two projective 
spaces provides interpretations of some known features of the groups, and each 
space provides two permutation representations of degree 11. cc-? 1985 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
THE TWELVE-POINT LINE L 
1. The twelve points of a projective line L over the Galois field 
GF(ll), to be called here simply F, can be labelled by the possible ratios 
t: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, X, so 
of a pair of homogeneous coordinates x, y with values in F; all calculations 
are to modulus 11 and X denotes 10. Occasionally, as in the latter part of 
this paper, it is convenient to use - 5, -4, - 3, -2, - 1 for 6, 7, 8, 9, X. 
The marks 0, 1, cc cannot occur as cross-ratios of a tetrad whose four 
members are distinct, so that only nine cross-ratios are available on L. 
Three of these, 2, 6, X, occur when the tetrad is harmonic. It will be recalled 
that a, b are harmonically conjugate to C, d when 
(a + b)(c + d) = 2(ab + cd), (1.1) 
a relation conveniently linear in each of a, b, c, d. In particular, if co, b are 
harmonically conjugate to c, d then 
c+d=2b. Cl.21 
Once a pair x of points on L is assigned the remaining ten fall into live 
pairs each harmonically conjugate to z and so, as each harmonic tetrad T 
can be erected on either of its conjugate pairs, the number of T on L is 
‘2C2 .5/2 = 165. 
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We are to be much concerned with them. Each of the other 
‘*CA - 165 = 330 tetrads on L has the six cross-ratios 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9. Any 
projectivity on L transforms every tetrad into one of the same kind. 
A tetrad admits three bisections into complementary duads: for a T one, 
but not the other two, of these bisections is the separation as harmonically 
conjugate pairs. In the other two bisections of a T this conjugacy straddles 
the division, and we pose the problem 
can L be partitioned as six duads, every two of them straddling 
one another, and, if so, in how many ways can this be done? 
2. It may be advisable, before proceeding, to sketch the classical 
background and apply it to the matter in hand. 
The group G: PGL(2, 11) of projectivities on L is sharply triply transitive 
and so [6, p. 3661 of order 12. 11.10 = 1320. It consists of bilinear trans- 
formations 
t’ = (at + p)/(yt + 6), d=a6--By &O(mod.ll) 
and has a subgroup g = PSL( 2, 1 1 ), of index 2 and order 660, consisting of 
those transformations for which d is a square; for these one may take, by 
normalisation, d = 1. For example, 
t’= 3t = 62t is the same as t’ = (6t + O)/(Ot + 2). 
Incidentally the squares 1,4, 5, 9, 3 in F are the different powers of 4 and 
the zeros of x5 - 1. 
g is doubly transitive, the 66 double stabilisers being cyclic groups Cg. 
For example, those operations of g that leave both 0 and cc unmoved are 
t’ = kt with k any of the live squares. 
If one takes p = 11 in Serret’s text [6, pp. 340 et seq.] it appears that G 
includes two kinds of involutions: 
66 hyperbolic involutions H each with its two double points on L, 
55 elliptic involutions E each with its two double points zeros of a 
quadratic irreducible over F. 
These E belong to g, t’ = -l/t being an instance, the H to its coset G\g, 
t’ = l/t being an instance. 
3. Now to the question. By virtue of the double transitivity it is 
permissible to use (000) as a straddling duad and thereby ease any 
necessary calculations. If 0, d are conjugate to co, b then, by (1.2), d = 2b 
so that (0~0) straddles each of 
(12), (24), (36), (48), (5X), (61), (73), (85), (97), (X9). (3.1) 
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It is then a question which, if any, of these duads straddle not only (0~0) 
but each other. But if (a, 2~2) and (b, 2b) straddle each other one of two 
situations must occur (bear in mind that arithmetical calculations are to 
modulus 11): 
(i) a, b and 2a, 2b are harmonically conjugate: then (1.1) gives u2 - 
3ab+b2=0. 
(ii) a, 2b and 2a, b are harmonically conjugate: then (1.1) gives 
a2+4ab+b2=0. 
But, over F. 
(a’ - 3ah + b2)(a2 + 4ab + b2) 3 a4 + u3b + a2b2 + ab3 + b4 
= (a’ - b5)/(a - b) 
so that u/b can be any square other than 1. The ten duads (3.1) fall into 
two sets of live, all in either set straddling one another as well as (Oco). 
And so one has the two sextets 
uo: (0~0)(12)(48)(5)0(97)(36) 
vo: (Oco)(16)(37)(9X)(58)(42) 
each transformed into the other by the H tt’ = 1. So the answer to the first 
part of the question is YES. Since there are 66 duads each straddled by ten 
others the number of sextets is 
(66 x 10)/(6x 5) = 22. 
These compose two sets u,, u, of 11; each duad belongs to (22 x 6)/66 = 2 
sextets, U, and v, being those containing (ice). Each set is invariant under g 
and the two sets are transposed by any operation in G\g. The projectivity 
t -+ t + 1 produces, by repeated application, either set of 11 from any one of 
its members. The complete scheme, which is convenient to have at hand for 
reference, is displayed in Table I. Both the u, and the vj provide permutation 
representations of G and g of degree 11. 
The sextet u0 was found by Galois [IS, p. 291 using the same parametric 
representation of L; it is reproduced by Conway [1, p. 2171 in a concise 
exposition wherein he lays down a rule that prescribes, as accompanying 
(Oco), either the live duads (a, 2~) with a a square or the live (b,6b) with b 
not a square. His rule is part of a mnemonic, but the above discussion 
based on cross-ratio has shown the outcome to be inevitable. Since any 
operation of g, and any E in particular, must permute the sextets of either 
set among themselves, tt’= -1 imposes such a permutation and there is, 
notwithstanding Conway’s credulousness (lot. cit.), nothing miraculous in 
its so doing. 
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(0~) (12) (48) (5X) (97) (36) 
(lm) (23) (59) (60) (X8) (47) 
(2~0) (34) (6X) (71) (09) (58) 
(3m) (45) (70) (82) (lx) (69) 
(4~0) (56) (81) (93) (20) (7X) 
(5z) (67) (92) (X4) (31) (80) 
(6~0) (78) (X3) (05) (42) (91) 
(7m) (89) (04) (16) (53) (X2) 
(8~0) (9X) (15) (27) (64) (03) 
(9~) (X0) (26) (38) (75) (14) 
WCC) (01) (37) (49) (86) (25) 
(0~0) (16) (37) (9X) (58) (42) 
(lm) (27) (48) (X0) (69) (53) 
(2a 
(3m 
(400 
(5cx: 
(6% 
(7a 
(8~0 
(9% 
(38) (59) (01) (7X) (64) 
(49) (6X) (12) (80) (75) 
(5x1 (70) (23) (91) (86) 
(60) (81) (34) (X2) (97) 
(71) (92) (45) (03) (X8) 
(82) (X3) (56) (14) (09) 
(93) (04) (67) (25) (1X) 
(X4) (15) (78) (36) (20) 
(Xx) (05) (26) (89) (47) (31) 
4. The sextets answer one to each of the icosahedral subgroups of 
G; these compose a single conjugate set of 22 in G but split into two con- 
jugate sets of 11 in g. To identify the stabiliser of u0 in g take a regular 
icosahedron and label its vertices by the parameters of the points on L; 
opposite vertices are to be paired by the duads of zq, and the five nearer 0 
are labelled 1, 3,9, 5, 4 in cyclic succession. Apply a trigonal rotation with 
axis through the centroid of 013 and then the half-turn whose axis bisects 
01 and ~02; the resultant leaves 0 fixed and must have period 5. A sketch of 
the algebra could be 
o-+1+3+0, t’ = (6t + 4)/(3t + 4) 
00 I, cc H2, t’=(3t-3)/(7t-3) 
S3 = -R’= (RS)5 = I, 
The effect of RS is to multiply t by 4, so that both 0 and co are 
unaltered, as is (0~0). Thus both ug and q, are unaltered: they cannot be 
transposed by an operation of odd period. The other five duads, whether in 
u,, or in II,,, will be permuted in a single cycle, as is in accord with RS 
imposing the permutation 
(0)(14593)(28X76)( cc). 
The group C, generated by this permutation is common to the icosahedral 
groups stabilising u0 and uO. 
5. Sextets ui, uj sharing a duad are linked; each sextet is linked to 
six of the opposite set. This indicates a 6-valent graph with 22 vertices 
xi, yj [3, p. 205, Fig. 31. All operations of g conserve not only each set of 
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eleven sextets but also linkages, and the rule for linkage is consequent upon 
the geometry. For, since co, CI are harmonically conjugate to 0, 2a the duad 
(a, 2~) occurs in that uI for which 00, 2a are conjugate to j, a so that j= 3~2. 
So u. is linked to uO, I+, or, uq, v5, ug and therefore ui to vi, 
Oi+3, vi+l? vi+4, ui+5? Or+9. This lays down the prescription for joining xi, 
yj in the graph. There is also a 5-valent graph with the same vertices, x,, yj 
being joined whenever ui, uI are not linked [3, Fig. 23. 
6. Any given ui or uj is accompanied in its set by ten others. There 
are also ten ways of partitioning it into complementary trios T, T’ of three 
duads, and each of these ten partitionings is associated with one of the ten 
accompanying sextets. Take, for instance, T to be the first duads in u0 as 
printed and partition u,, as 
There is one, and only one, other ui admitting a partitioning into trios so 
that the six marks appearing in either trio are the same as those in T or in 
T’; it is 
Any subgroup of g for which both u,, and u4 are invariant is common to 
their icosahedral stabilisers; these two partitionings suggest a C, permuting 
the three duads in either half of either partitioning cyclically. Take the left- 
hand halves: no duad is to be fixed, so that one cannot have cc + 1 since 
this would imply 0 + 2 and so fix (02); likewise 2 + 4 would fix (81). Such 
considerations lead one to test 
The three moves 
(co28)(014)... 
cc +2, S--so, O-+1 
demand the bilinear transformation 
t’ = (4t - 5)/(2t - 5) 
which does indeed produce 
(co28)(014)(375)(9X6) (6.1) 
satisfying every requirement. The permutation consequently undergone by 
the ui is readily perceived by noting its effect on duads involving 8, these 
being changed to duads involving co; e.g., (X8) in u1 changes to (6~0) and 
u1 therefore to ug. The complete permutation is 
(wd(z44)(~I ~~~5)(~*~3~s)(~7~x~9). (6.2) 
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The uj undergo a similar permutation, two of them being fixed; neither of 
these is linked either to uO or to u4. For, as two linked sextets share a duad 
6, any sextet linked to either uO or uq would, if fixed, also share with it the 
two other duads resulting from applying (6.1) to 6, whereas no two sextets 
share more than one duad. Hence any two ui determine two 0, linked to 
neither of them, the relation being mutual and setting up a (2, 2) correspon- 
dence between the two sets of eleven sextets. As there are in all live uj not 
linked to any given u, the eleven u, are, when uO and uq are taken, separated 
as 
two linked neither to uO nor to uq, 
three linked to u,, but not to uq, 
three linked to uq but not to uO, 
three linked to both u,, and uq, 
and this separation is mirrored in the permutation undergone by the u,, 
which is readily found to be 
7. The opening sentence of Coxeter’s recent paper [2] is: 
The arrangement of eleven symbols in eleven blocks of six such that every two 
blocks have three common members can be regarded as a regular skew polytope 
with eleven vertices. 
The eleven symbols could be the u, when the eleven blocks of six would be 
those sets of six uj linked to the individual ui. It has just been seen that any 
two such blocks of six uj have three common members; correspondingly 
any two of Coxeter’s eleven hemi-icosahedra share one triangular face, the 
55 faces of his skew polyhedron being thereby accounted for. The 55 edges 
opposite to these must correspond to the 55 pairs of uj: just as any edge is 
common to three faces so each pair of uj can be supplemented in three ways 
by a third so that the trio consists of all u, linked to both of two ui. For 
example, ug and ux are both linked to all of U, , us, u,; ug and ug are linked 
also to ug, uh and u, to uq, u, and us to u5. 
THE TWELVE-POINT CONIC r 
8. The field F is basic not only for geometry on the la-point line L 
but also for geometry in a finite plane containing a non-singular conic r 
[4, pp. 362-3821. The 66 chords c of r have for polars 66 external points h; 
the harmonic inversion H centred at h and having the polar c of h as axis is 
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a hyperbolic involution imposing an odd permutation on the points of I-, 
two of them-common to c and r-being fixed while the remaining ten are 
transposed in five pairs. H does not belong to g, but to its coset G\g. As 
the whole plane consists of 1 I* + 11 + 1 = 133 points there are 
133 - 66 - 12 = 55 points e internal to f with polars s skew to r; the har- 
monic inversion E centred at e and having the polar s of e as axis is an 
elliptic involution and belongs to g. When r is x2 + y2 + z* = 0, G is 
represented as its orthogonal group and can be imposed by 3-rowed 
orthogonal matrices of determinant + 1. Since 3’ + 1 * + 1 2 = 0 every point 
having a permutation of k 3, f 1, + 1 for its x, y, z is on f; as mul- 
tiplication of all three coordinates by - 1 does not affect the position of a 
point one can take 3 always with + sign. So there are, on I-, twelve points: 
‘4(3, 1, 110 B(l, 3, 1) a C(1, 1,3) I 
A’(3, -1, -1)2 E’(-1,3, -1)6 C’(-1, -1,3)X 
D(1, -1,3)4 E(3,1, -119 F(-L3, 1)2 
(8.1) 
D’(1, 3, -1)5 E’(-1, 1,3)3 F(3, -1,1)8 
There are no others: apparent possibilities like (1,4,4) and (2, 5, 2) and 
these garnished by minus signs are not included because when coordinate 
vectors differ only by a non-zero multiplier they represent the same point. 
Parameters, underlined, are appended to the coordinate vectors. One 
may first assign 0, m, 1 to any three A, B, C of the points as above; the 
parameters of all the other nine are thereby uniquely determined, being 
those t for which the chord 
3(3x + y + z) + t(x + y - 42) = 0 
joins the point to A. 
9. The tableau (8.1) displays the effect of p, the cyclic permutation 
of x, y, z; p permutes the points of r in four cycles of three, the effect on 
the parameters being 
(Ocol)(26X)(497)(538). 
No ui can be changed to a vi by an operation of odd period; two of each set 
of eleven sextets must, under an operation of period 3, be invariant. But if 
two ui are fixed so, as linkages and non-linkages are maintained, must be 
those two vi that are linked to neither of the ui; inspection of Table I shows 
that us, us, vq, v, are all fixed under p. The remaining sextets will be per- 
muted in cyclic sets of three. One such set consists of those three vj linked 
to both u5 and us, others of those vi linked to one of us, ug but not to the 
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other, and the remaining nine ui are permuted analogously. The full per- 
mutations are, as Table I will confirm, 
The only point of the plane fixed under the projectivity imposed by p is 
the unit point 0( 1, 1, 1); over fields in which 1 has three cube roots there 
would be two other fixed points, but these do not occur over F. The list in 
(8.1) shows that the six lines joining points labelled with the same letter 
primed and unprimed all pass through 0: e.g., 2A -A’ = 3Q; E centred at 
0 transposes the two points in each of these six pairs. It will be recalled 
[4, p. 3651 that the e are those, and only those, (x, I’, z) for which 
x2 + y2 + z* is a square in F and so, when normalised, + 1. A normalised 
form of 0 is (2, 2, 2). 
10. Each sextet of Table 1 now yields a hexugram whose six sides 
join all the points of r in pairs; there are two sets Ui, V, of eleven 
hexagrams each linked to those six of the opposite set with which it shares 
a side. These two sets of hexagrams afford permutation representations of 
degree 11 of g and G in this orthogonal setting. Each hexagram is fixed 
under an icosahedral group, of 60 orthogonal transformations in g, transi- 
tive on its fifteen vertices. 
The six chords 
AA’, BB’, CC’, DD’, EE’, FF 
of r through 0 provide the duads 
(021, (~61, (lx), (451, (93), (78) 
belonging to the respective sextets 
u4, u6, u3, u3, u4, u6 
v9, v6, vu, u6~ us, 09 
so that 0 is a vertex of U4, U,, U,, V,, V,, V,. Each of the 55 e is a vertex 
of three Ui and three V,, and either set of three hexagrams accounts for all 
six chords of r through e. 
11. The sum of the parameters of two points harmonic to A and B 
is zero, so the chords conjugate to AB are CC’, A’E, B’D’, DF, E’F while 
analogous statements follow on applying p. Since, then, AB, BC, CA are 
respectively conjugate to DF, ED, FE the three duads (AF)( BD)(CE) 
straddle each other; three more duads involving A’, B’, C’, D’, E’, F’ are 
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required to complete the sextet. Label, for the moment, the point accom- 
panying A’ by P. Then 
either AA’, FP or AP, FA’ are conjugate, 
either BA’, DP or BP, DA’ are conjugate, 
either CA’, EP or CP, EA’ are conjugate; 
one of each pair of alternatives has to hold. This would not be possible 
over other fields but it is bound to happen over F. 
If two points are harmonic on f to B and A’ their parameters, by (1.2) 
sum to 4 so that D is paired with A; but A is present already in the incom- 
plete sextet and so it not available. So P must be the harmonic conjugate of 
B with respect to D and A’; P= E’. It can then be checked that FE’ are 
harmonic to AA’ and EE’ to CA’, and the sought sextet is completed by 
applying p; it is 
(AF)(BD)(CE)(A’E’)(B’F’)(C’D’) 
which is 
(07)(co4)( 19)(23)(68)(X5) = v4. 
The application to this sextet of the E centred at 0 produces 
(A’F’)(B’D’)(C’E’)(AE)(BF)(CD), 
(28)(65)(X3)(09)(007)( 14) z v,. 
A similar discussion commences by observing that AB, HC, C.4 are 
respectively conjugate to E’F’, FD’, D’E’ so that the three duads 
(AE’)(BF’)(CD’) straddle each other; one then obtains the sextet 
(AE’)(BF’)(CD’)(EC’)(FA’)(DB’), 
(03)(co8)( 15)(9X)(72)(46) EE u8 
from which, on transposing primed and unprimed letters, one derives 
(29)(67)(X4)(31)(80)(5co) = us. 
12. It is helpful if the orthogonal matrices imposing certain projec- 
tivities in G are to hand. The orthogonal counterpart of the transformation 
RS of period 5 mentioned in Section 4 permutes the points of r by moving 
each of them so that its parameter is quadrupled, i.e., it imposes the per- 
mutation 
(A)(CDD’EE’)(A’F’C’FB’)(B). 
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The matrix therefore moves (1, 0,O) common to AA’, EF’, CE’ to the com- 
mon point of AF, E’C’, DC which is (0, l,O). Similar considerations show 
that (0, 1,O) is moved to (l,O, 2) and (O,O, 1) to (2,0, - 1) so that the 
matrix is 
where a, p, y are non-zero scalars to be found. But since A, B are both 
unmoved the premultiplication of either of their coordinate column vectors 
by this matrix can only multiply the vector by a scalar; these two 
requirements are found to demand /I = y = 3~. As, for orthogonality, 
~1~ = p’ + 4y2 = 1, fi’ = y2 = -2, one takes, with determinant + 1, 
M will prove useful later; meanwhile one notes that, by the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem, 
M3+3M2-3M-I=O. (12.1) 
An argument analogous to that just completed, or other alternative 
procedures, shows that the projectivity of period 11 that moves each point 
on r save B to that with parameter increased by 1 is 
13. Each hexagram Ui or V, has fifteen vertices, all of them e 
points, with a striking property. Before stating and establishing this a brief 
digression may be in order. 
There are fifteen ways of partitioning six objects as three pairs; if six 
coplanar points are so partitioned the joins of the three pairs will not, in 
general, concur. But they may, and the hexad may then be said to have the 
Brianchon property. (This does not imply that the hexad is on a conic: 
Brianchon’s theorem is concerned not with points on but with tangents of a 
conic.) Some specialized hexads have this property multiply; a visually 
obvious instance in the Euclidean plane consists of the centre 0 and five 
vertices of a regular pentagon. Here five of the fifteen partitionings supply 
two parallels and their common perpendicular through 0: three lines 
manifestly not concurrent; but all the other ten partitionings provide con- 
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currencies: the hexad has the lo-fold Brianchon property. This hexad is the 
section of the six diagonals of a regular icosahedron by a plane perpen- 
dicular, to any one of them; but the sections by other planes also produce 
hexads with the lo-fold property. All this can be dualised, and we now 
declare that 
all Ui and V, have the IO-fold Pascal property. 
The six sides of each hexagram can be partitioned as three pairs in ten 
ways so that the intersections of the pairs are collinear. 
14. Take UO, with sides 
AB, CA’, DF, D’C’, EF, E’B’. 
It is invariant under the projectivity imposed by M whereby each point of 
r moves to that with its parameter quadrupled; AB is fixed while the other 
live sides run in a single cycle. 
In equations px+ qy + rz =0 of chords of r p* + q’+ r* cannot be a 
square, so the equations may be pseudo-normalised to make it - 1. Take, 
then, AB to be 
L0=5x+5v+2z=0 
and CA’ to be 
L, =2x- y-4z=O. 
Equations for the other sides are also obtainable as those of joins of two 
given points, but as there is a residual ambiguity after pseudo-nor- 
malisation (two forms of equation, negatives of each other, being 
admissible) it will best serve our purpose to operate on L1, postmultiplying 
the row-vector (2, - 1, -4) by the powers of the inverse, i.e., of the con- 
tragredient matrix, of A4 and so, by virtue of the orthogonality, by the 
powers of its tranpose 
Quadrupling (modulo 11) the suffix of Li each time produces 
DF : L4 -5x+2y-5z=O, 
D’C’: L5 -2x-5y+5z=O, 
EF : Lg 4x-2y-z =O, 
E’B’ : L, -x+4y+2z=O. 
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But M’, like M, satisfies (12.1) and so, postmultiplying (2, - 1, - 4) by the 
matrix on the left of this Cayley-Hamilton equation, 
L,+3L,-3L,-L,=O. (14.1) 
Of course any four coplanar lines have linearly dependent equations, but 
here the dependency is deducible from ( 12.1). Since 
L9+3L5=3L,+L, (14.2) 
the join of L, = L, = 0 to L4 = L, = 0 is -2x + 5,v + 32 = 0; but this line 
also contains the point L, = L, = 0, indeed 
L,+3L,=3L,+L,=-lq-3L, (14.3) 
establishing the Pascal property. Furthermore, the four other pairs of iden- 
tities derived from (14.3) on multiplying the suffixes by the powers of 4 also 
hold, for this is merely to iterate the projectivity of period 5 and all 
collinearities are conserved thereby. So U, has the Pascal property in quin- 
tuplicate. However, (14.2) is only one of three ways of pairing the four 
linear forms in (14.1), and a second pairing yields 
L, - 3L, 5 L, - 3L, = -3L, + L,: 
each of these three linear combinations being 3( --x + y + z), and so live 
more Pascal lines of U, are found; call them just “Pascals.” They are s, 
skew to r, the sum of squares of the three coefficients in any one of their 
equations being a square. 
15. Each Ui has ten Pascals; the eleven Ui thus produce 110 s and 
the natural presumption is that each of the 55 s is a Pascal for two Uj, the 
“C, = 55 pairs of Ui being in this way associated one pair with each s. 
There are similar statements for the V,. The hexagrams with a given e for 
vertex are readily found as for 0 in Section 10; if this is done for the dif- 
ferent e on a given s those Iii and V, having s for a Pascal will be identified. 
Invariance under p eases this identification when s is the line 
A: x + y + z = 0. The points e on A have their three coordinates summing to 
zero, their (normalised) squares summing to 1; the six permutations of 
(2,4, 5) fulfill these requirements. But the six c through (2,4, 5) are 
AD, BF, CE, AID’, B’E’, C’F 
joining the duads 
(04) (~07) (19) (25) (68) (x3) 
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belonging respectively to the sextets 
us 07 04 08 04 07 
so that (2,4, 5) is a common vertex of 
Now, imposing p, it follows (see (9.1)) that (5,2,4) is a common vertex of 
and (4, 5,2) a common vertex of 
u2, u4> u,, v6~ v4, v7 
so that A is a Pascal of both V, and V,. It is unnecessary to give the 
corresponding details for the points (2, 5,4), (5,4,2), (4,2, 5); the outcome 
is as expected: each is a vertex of both Us and U8, those two Ui not linked 
either to V, or to V,. 
16. The poles of the sides of the hexagrams are vertices of hexads; 
each hexad consists of six h possessing the IO-fold Brianchon property. 
Two sets of eleven such hexads were found 30 years ago [4, pp. 38&382], 
but the linkage between the sets, while briefly noticed, was not stressed, nor 
was any parametric representation then used for r. 
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